In the Name of God
The Condition of Accepting Foreign Student in Ilam University Of
Medical Sciences
The General Condition of Studying Applicants
Having the certificate of course completion in high school for
general M.D. courses applicants and undergraduate, bachelor, master and
general M.D. respectively for studying applicants in master, Ph.D. and
clinical medicine specialisties.
Be perfectly familiar to Persian language (with regard to teaching in
different courses in Persian language). Of course, in this regard, some
scholarships are considered for the applicants in short-term courses in
Persian language. After the final admission and register, the applicants
will be introduced to the official legal centers of Persian language
teaching. Receiving and presenting the Persian language ending up
courses certificate is required for the educational applicants who have no
enough acquaintance to the mentioned language.
 The financial ability to pay the educational inititions
 Having no legal forbiddance for accommodation in Iran
 The Required Documents
 Completion of the application from
 Copy of educational certificates in which the educational major,
the graduate date, the name of studying place, and the applicant’s
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scores are included. The scores can be based on the English
alphabets, percentage, GPA, the qualitative description or based on
20 scores. Anyway, this university tries to apply those students
who are liable and hard-working.
 Scan all the applicants’ passport’s pages
 Scan the applicant’s new photo with at least clarity of 300 dpi
 All

the

documents

should

be

sent

to

email

address:

International@medilam.ac.ir. This university tries so much to
announce, at most during 30 days after sending the certificates, the
first feedback related to the certificate investigations to the
applicants.

 The Related Inititives to Studying at University
The degree- major

Annual average intuition Dollars

Bachelor courses

1700

Master courses

2400

General medicine

2400

General dentistry

2400

The Medical Speciality

2400

Ph.D

2400

 All the above-mentioned figures are Dollar.
- The accommodation and vocational prices are received based on
the following table and it is possible to increase by 20%.
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The services types

Yearly Dollars

Resident in the student dormitory and the

200

event insurance
Meal (breakfast, lunch and dinner)

300

 All the above-mentioned figures are Dollar.
 It is possible to provide the special vocational services for the
applicant students with paying the related costs.
 The applicants are free to pay the accommodation and vocational
costs as well as using the mentioned facilities and are free not to
use the university facilities.
 The Time- Period of Studying
According to the health ministry, the time-period of studying in various
degrees is based on the following table:

The average time of

The maximum legal time

studying (year)

of studying

Bachelor

4

6

General medicine

6.5

9 to 10

Master

2.5

3.5

Ph.D.

4

5

Medical Speciality

4

4.5

Degree
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Clearly, if needed to pass the Persian language courses, the need for
passing the per-required subjects or not successful pass of the selected
subjects in different semesters, the time period of studying will be
increased.
 The Time of Sending Documents and Apply for Study
The applicants can send their own documents without any time
limitation during the year. Is accepted, the study for the applicant will be
started from the first semester. Since the studying semesters in this
university is started in the second mid-September and the first midFebruary, the applicants are recommended to send their own documents
at most to the mid- June or the first mid-November to send to the
university email address in order to speed up the application and avoid
wasting time. It is note worth that besides the university efforts for
speeding up the students’ application and the possible least needed time
for doing the required steps, it is possible that this process extends more
than 3 months.
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